The transition from state-socialism to capitalism has not been the only process reshaping the urban landscapes in Central and Eastern Europe but some cities were aff ected by war destructions, like in the Caucus region or in the former Yugoslavia. The case study of Sarajevo, the capital of Bosnia and Herzegovina, is helpful to understand how the urban transformation is performed in post-war contexts, an arena neglected in the current literature on post-socialist cities. This paper aims at exploring the interplay between postsocialist urban restructuring and the peace-building process. It presents results of a series of fi eldworks conducted in Sarajevo in 2010 and 2013. It is argued that in spite of the liberal policies implemented by the international community and the belated physical renewal, the transition from socialism to capitalism has been continuously undermined by the local power reconfi guration carried out during the war. The paper analyses the restructuring policies of the post-war period and its impact on the urban spatial structure. The fi rst two sections focus on the urban restructuring processes of post-socialist cities also in post-war contexts, in which the nature of the internationally-led reconstruction and peace-building is analysed as diff erential processes. Finally, both processes are considered in the case of Sarajevo in relation to the transformation of its urban structure.
Introduction
Analysis of urban transformation in cities of Central and Eastern Europe has been high on the agenda in the last decade (e.g. Hamilton, I. 2005; Stanilov, K. 2007; Tsenkova, S. and Nedović-Budić, Z. 2006) . It has covered, either comparatively or in case studies, a wide range of topics, like the changes in the urban structure (Hirt, S. 2006 (Hirt, S. , 2008 Kovács, Z. 1994; Sýkora, L. 2007) , the forces producing the transition (Hamilton, I. 2005; Tosics, I. 2005) , new forms of socio-spatial segregation (Marcinczak, S. et. al. 2013; Sýkora, L. 2009 ), or more recently the emergence of gated communities as signifi cant manifestation of such segregation (Hirt, S. 2012; Kovács, Z. 2014) .
However, cities aff ected by war (like Grozny, Mostar or Sarajevo) have hardly att racted any att ention in the literature about post-socialist cities. The few academic papers available have been produced either from a peace-building perspective (e.g. Moore, A. 2013) or with respect to the concept of divided cities (e.g. Makas, E. 2011) . Therefore, this paper explores how post-socialist urban restructuring has been taking place in a post-war context and considers both peace-building and post-war reconstruction literature. It focuses on the case study city of Sarajevo, the capital of Bosnia and Herzegovina, which was the target of a three-and-a-half years siege that ended with the signature of the Dayton Peace Agreement (hereinaft er DPA) in December 1995.
Beyond the wide and lingering media coverage of the siege, Sarajevo has not received any signifi cant academic att ention despite having experienced simultaneously the overlap of several transitions. None or few analyses have considered processes like its economic transition, the reconstruction of the city or the ethnic partitioning performed aft er the territorial organization set at the DPA. From the existing literature considering the city or its urban area during the war or post-war period Bollens, S.A. (2006 Bollens, S.A. ( , 2007 focused on the role of urban planning in the construction of multi-cultural societies in conditions of ethnic or nationalist disputes, while anthropologists have published the most signifi cant number of works (Armakolas, I. 2007; Stefansson, A. 2007; Maček, I. 2009; Markowitz, F. 2010) .
In this regard, this paper presents preliminary results of a fi ve-month fi eldwork carried out in the city of Sarajevo in 2010 and 2013. Several methods have been applied in order to gather information on the urban transformation of the city, such as direct and fl uctuant observation or semi-structured interviews with local and international actors. I argue that despite the liberal policies implemented by the international community and the belated physical renewal, the transition from socialism to capitalism has been continuously being undermined by the local power reconfi guration conducted during the war.
The paper is structured in four parts: the fi rst the urban restructuring process of post-socialist cities in Central and Eastern Europe is introduced. Subsequently, the focus turns towards internationally-led reconstruction and peace-building processes, as diff erential features of post-socialist cities aff ected by war. The third section focuses on the reconstruction policies in Bosnia and Sarajevo. Finally, the economic restructuring agenda of the international community and its impact on the spatial urban structure is analysed.
Urban restructuring in Central and Eastern Europe
The transition from state-socialism to capitalism resulted from the convergence of internal forces, i.e. eff orts made either by local or foreign actors to dismantle the socialist structures, and external forces, which refer to processes not specifi cally connected to the transition (Hamilton, I. 2005; Tosics, I. 2005) . Both forces have been progressively modifying the mechanisms producing the spatial forms for the market allocation, blurring the features of the socialist cities while acquiring the capitalist ones.
The analyses of the restructuring produced in post-socialist cities should not be considered as unique in the sense that it followed the global trend of post-Fordist de-industrialisation (Kovács, Z. 1999) . Thus, contemporary urban restructuring has been characterised by increasing internationalisation both in terms of capital and labour; changing power relations between public and private sector; industrial restructuring and an increasing social and economic polarisation or the emergence of post-modern urban landscapes characterised by new modes of urban culture and consumption (Sýkora, L. 1994) . These elements of the contemporary restructuring have progressively swept through the Central and Eastern European countries, having a major impact on the morphological features of their cities, which could be characterised during socialism by compactness, grand scale of public projects, absence of suburbanisation, visual monotony, and the oversupply of industrial areas and undersupply of commercial functions (Szelényi, I. 1996) .
The diff erences in the intensity of integration into the global fl ows as well as the importance of path-dependency have created some regional variations. Iván Tosics (2005) presented eight sub-types of development in post-socialist cities. He featured the Yugoslav cities, from which those from Slovenia were excluded, as follows:
Slow transition towards the capitalist city-model due to armed confl icts, mass refugee movements and destroyed urban centres. Very limited capital investments, fi rstly, there was a substantial local investment into illegal or unoffi cial property market. Relatively quick privatisation of public housing to sitt ing tenants at the beginning of the 1990s, but deferred restitution, privatisation of enterprises and other public assets due to the war disputes. Huge diff erentiation in incomes between the "formal" and the "informal" sectors, and very slow establishment of new type of public control over land market, planning and building process. The outcomes are densifi cation and sprawl through unregulated development, which are running parallel with some elements of the "third world" type of city development" (TOSICS, I. 2005, p. 73). In this context, while exploring how urban restructuring is performed in a post-war environment, this paper aims at addressing whether Sarajevo constitutes a typical Yugoslav post-socialist city. Before analysing in which way the changes in the urban spatial structure have occurred in the capital of Bosnia and Herzegovina, the nature of the reconstruction and peace-building processes is presented.
Urban restructuring in post-war environments
When the war ends the reconstruction and the deployment of peace-building missions to sett le cease agreements become central for the future development of the war-torn societies. The reconstruction, defi ned at Cambridge dictionary as the building or creation of something that has been damaged or destroyed, implies a recovery of the pre-war status quo. Some practitioners and scholars are wary to use the concept reconstruction or rebuilding since pre-war political and societal structures are oft en at the core of violent confl icts. As a consequence, there is a diff erence between physical disasters and war-torn societies since in the former there is a restoration of institutional and physical infrastructures. As Krishna Kumar (1997) argues, reconstruction has three interrelated elements: the restoration, the structural reform -with the creation or dismantling of organisations, institutions and administrative structures -and the institution building, which involves improving the effi ciency and aff ectivity of existing institutions (Kumar, K. 1997, p. 3) .
A similar approach is used by the director of the Post-War Reconstruction and Development Unit (PRDU) at the University of York, Sultan Barakat (2010) , who states that reconstruction is a "a range of holistic activities in an integrated process designed not only to reactivate economic and social development but also to create a peaceful environment that will prevent a relapse into violence" (Barakat, S. 2010, p. 11) .
Since war-torn societies experience a massive economic downturn and might have previous structural shortages, the role of international aid is determining in this process. Among of the main organisations, the World Bank assists mainly economic recovery and normalisation, "post-confl ict reconstruction supports the transition from confl ict to peace in an aff ected country through the rebuilding of socioeconomic framework society (...) Reconstruction does not refer only to reconstruction of physical infrastructure. Nor does it necessarily signify rebuilding of the socioeconomic framework that existed in a country prior to the onset of the confl ict (WB, 1998, p. 14) . Contrary, the UN focuses on the importance of political reform, according to Boutros-Ghali defi nition of 1995 (Barakat, S. 2010) .
Despite being etymologically instable in post-war contexts, there is consensus in defi ning reconstruction as a restructuring process addressing the political, institutional and social conditions which generated confl icts. The comprehensive renewal scope in the post-war reconstruction eff ort is visible in the strategy set to rebuild Bosnia. In this sense, the 5 billion USD Priority Reconstruction of Recovery Program (PRRP) coordinated by the World Bank included projects focusing on employment generation and demobilisation support, energy, landmine clearing, telecommunications, transport, education, health, housing, water and waste management, agriculture and industry. The PRRP had the challenge to restart economic transition to a market economy in a completely new social and political framework (WB, 1996) .
Another signifi cant feature diff erentiating the transition to capitalism in post-war environments is the development of complex peace-building missions. The aim of these internationally-led operations is eliminating the main causes of confl icts, to promote the security of individuals, social groups and the state, and to nurture features that create the conditions for a stable peace (Morphet, S. 2002) . The rise of peace-building missions in the 1990s was a consequence of the volatility emerged aft er the collapse of the Cold-War geopolitical order. Actually, these missions were guided by the general notion that promoting liberalisation in countries aff ected by wars would create the conditions for a stable and lasting peace. As Paris, R. (2004) concludes in his analysis of the fourteen peace-building missions developed between 1989 and 1999, this paradigm has not been a particularly eff ective model for establishing stable peace. It oft en created destabilising eff ects in war-shatt ered states while undermining the consolidation of peace or even renewed fi ghting.
In the Bosnian context, in which the urban restructuring of Sarajevo is framed, the peace-building mission had the very same goals, promoting quick political and economic liberalisation as the formula to create a sustainable peace. The mission was coordinated by the Offi ce of the High Representative (OHR) set as the ad hoc body responsible of supervising and coordinating the civil aspects of the DPA. Its role evolved from supervision of the civil organisations and agencies to direct governance (Caplan, R. 2004) . The empowerment of the High Representative was a consequence of the challenges posed by local forces in the implementation of the state and peace-building agendas. Hence the OHR directly intervened in most of the spheres of the civil implementation like economic reconstruction and development, resett lement of refugees and IDP's, civil administration, establishment of interim structures or the building of political institutions (Donais, T. 2005) .
Sarajevo: Geography of war and reconstruction
Sarajevo's urban structure refl ects the historically diverse urban growth, produced under the Ott oman rule, the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, the Kingdom of Yugoslavia and the state-socialist period. The linear expansion towards the west along the valley eroded by the Miljacka river has resulted in litt le destruction of its urban heritage (Carreras, C. and Moreno, S. 2007) . During socialist Yugoslavia the city experienced the most excessive urban development in its history with a rise of population from 99,000 inhabitants to 244,000 between 1948 244,000 between and 1975 244,000 between (Hamilton, F.E.I. 1979 ). In the census held before the war in 1991, the four central municipalities that constitute the City of Sarajevo and are considered in the current analysis -Stari Grad, Centar, Novo Sarajevo and Novi Grad -had altogether 361,000 inhabitants with a diverse ethnic background: 50 percent defi ned themselves as Muslims, 25 percent as Serbs, 13 percent as Yugoslavs, 6 percent as Croats and 4 percent as others 2 . The transition from socialism to capitalism took a fi rst major step in the former Yugoslavia when the Law on Social Capital was passed by the government of Ante Markovic, in 1989. However, the defeat of Communist Party by the nationalist parties in the fi rst multi-party elections, celebrated in 1990 at the Republican level, stalemated the transition initiated by the Yugoslav Federal government. The situation in the city of Sarajevo during the economic and political crisis of late 1980s and early 90s was features of a weak government (Donia, R. 2006) .
In April 1992, aft er the recognition of the independence of Bosnia and Herzegovina, the war broke out in the former Yugoslav Republic, which triggered the lingering siege of Sarajevo between April 1992 and December 1995. The siege was part of the strategy of the Army of Republika Srpska to take some of the central areas of the city, causing 11,541 deaths and a wide destruction of its urban fabric. The DPA signed between the presidents of Bosnia and Herzegovina (Alĳ a Izetbegović), Croatia (Franjo Tuđjman) and Serbia (Slobodan Milošević) sett led the framework to end the hostilities and building a peaceful Bosnia and Herzegovina. Despite having been envisioned as a UN protectorate in previous peace negotiations, the city of Sarajevo was territorially split at the outskirts of the central municipalities between the two entities in which Bosnia was divided, the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina (FBiH) and the Republika Srpska (RS).
Aft er the siege the housing sector showed huge devastation through the war. Three out of the four municipalities of Sarajevo had a rate of building damages between 74 and 96 percent (IMG, 1999) . The city, like the rest of the country, was heavily dependent on external aid in the process of reconstruction. The work to rebuild Sarajevo, in fact, did not start with the signature of DPA. By 1994, a team coordinated by William Eagleton, named as Special Coordinator for Sarajevo, headed seven action groups with a local counterpart to assess and set an action plan to restore essential public services in the city of Sarajevo. Local and international cooperation continued during the post-war reconstruction process, with municipalities having architects and engineers working closely with international donors. Donor Task Forces were established to coordinate and lead the reconstruction of strategic sectors. The process of reconstruction did not imply a physical renewal since rebuilding of damaged and destroyed buildings had to be restored in the same way. This issue raised diverse visions, with the international donors more willing to use reconstruction to update materiality to new context and needs.
The physical reconstruction, considered as the most successful fi eld of the international intervention, had both bilateral and multilateral aid programmes. The four-year PRRP was the main multi-donor programme for reconstruction. Its goal was to start the recovery process instead of restoring all infrastructures damaged, in order to generate local funds which should progressively replace the dependent aid economy, "it will be essential for the economy a growth momentum that can be sustained in the face of the inevitable future decline in external concessional assistance" (WB, 1998, p. viii) . Notwithstanding, the lack of aid invested in the industrial sector, which made up 2.3 percent of the PRRP's expenditure (ICG, 1999) highlighted the restructuring nature of the programme since it neglected the main economic sector in the former Yugoslav Republic.
The making of post-socialist Sarajevo
The restructuring initiated by the IMF in late 1980s had hardly any results because of the nationalist escalation and fi nally it was halted by the dissolution of the country and the lingering armed confl ict. In Bosnia, the political and economic liberalisation agenda was resumed well aft er the signature of the DPA, in a completely new social, political and territorial structure. In a framework of economic and aid dependence, local authorities were in control of the urban governance in the area of Sarajevo, and rapidly defi ned the strategies for the future development of the city. Therefore, in 1998 the "Sarajevo Canton Development Strategy until the Year 2015" was passed, with the main goals of making the city a European metropolis, a profi table business environment and a pleasant living environment (KS, 2000) . These visions were developed in fourteen points, in which environmental considerations and the promotion of a profi table economy were central (Martín-Díaz, J. et al. 2014) . In the fi eld of economic development the plan identifi ed the introduction of an urban land market, or the strengthening of sectors like banking, fi nancing or those industries acceptable in economic and environmental terms as generating new urban development in the city (KS, 2000) .
In spite of the apparent commitment to economic and political transition by local powers, international actors were the sole force pushing for the transition to a market economy. Actually ethno-national parties continued pursuing wartime goals by political means (Leroux-Martin, P. 2014), with the ethnic territorialisation or the accumulation by dispossession still being performed. As a consequence, the international community became a very central actor in the governance of the country and the city. In order to solve the stalemate in the reforms set at the DPA, the High Representative was granted with executive and legislative power in December 1997.
The complexity of this process required overcoming the obstructionism of localised power structured by building of new institutions (Donais, T. 2002) . Aft er the empowerment, the lingering legislative eff ort aimed at fostering the liberal and state-building agenda was started through the privatisation of public assets, the fi scal reform or the att raction of foreign capital (Table 1) .
Indeed, the power granted to the OHR found in the resistance of the ethno-parties a continuous force undermining the transition from socialism to capitalism. The poor performance of the economy, with a low capacity to att ract foreign capital despite the international intervention, shows the limits to build a market economy in a context of political instability and lack of local cooperation. In this sense, the Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) exceeded the one billion Euros threshold only in 2007, despite the several economic packages enacted by the OHR, while FDI has always been much below the remitt ances amount (WB, 2011). Liberalisation policies in the economy were implemented without considering the local circumstances, causing counterproductive outcomes like those produced in the quick privatisation process of public assets. In this sense the privatisation before institutionalisation (Paris, R. 2004 ) became a tool for the local elites to consolidate their position (Donais, T. 2002 (Donais, T. , 2005 . As Michael Pugh (2005) pointed out in this controversial process, "the clientelist and neoliberal mechanisms for managing investment, shares, and profi ts are dissimilar. But the normative assumptions of the external actors and the interests of domestic elites coincide in extracting profi t from public goods and in fostering opportunities from privatization and discrimination against social ownership" (Pugh, M. 2005, p. 467) .
The land management, in contrast, is an eloquent example of how liberalisation can be adapted to the implementation of the peace-building agenda. Hence, the att empts to create a real-estate market were halted aft er the decision by the OHR to restrict land allocation in 1999. The purpose was preventing land allocations aimed at consolidating ethnic territorialisation (Thuatail, G. and Dahlman, C. 2006) , which undermined the policies pursuing the rebuilding of a multi-ethnic Bosnia and Herzegovina. A central issue in the return of refugees and internally displaced persons (IDP's) was the housing repossession, which had been prevented by the nationalist parties in order to preserve the ethnic reconfi guration achieved during the war. As a consequence of the eviction of those who had been sett led temporarily in Sarajevo, the process of suburbanisation at the outskirts of the city or on the slopes, which existed already during socialist times, was restarted again in the late 1990s (Martín-Díaz, J. et al. 2014) .
Aft er the four-year period of land management, the Law on Construction Land enacted by the OHR in May 2003 allowed the privatisation of land (OHR, 2003) , starting the major wave of real estate development in the city. Most of the new urban projects built since then have been developed in the central areas of the narrow valley in which the city of Sarajevo is stretching. They are especially concentrated in the municipalities of Novi Grad and Novo Sarajevo, developed during the socialist period.
In order to analyse the features of the post-socialist functional transformation 109 new urban projects developed in the post-war period were identifi ed during the fi eld-work, and they were grouped in eight categories 3 (Figure 1 ). Offi ce buildings represent 39 percent of new developments which is followed by commercial projects (21%), either supermarkets or shopping centres (Photo 2). The third category is formed by multi-family housing (14%) developed in the last few years, mainly by private investors. Considering mix-used developments, like the Bosmal City Centar (Photo 3) or the Importanne Centar, offi ce and commercial projects reach three quarters of new post-war projects, highlighting the tertiarisation of the economy and the development of new modes of consumption. Regarding the symbolic projects, temples and memorials count together 15 percent. Even if symbolic projects were not quantitatively signifi cant, mosques funded by countries like Saudi Arabia, Turkey or Malaysia, have been widespread in the city. With exogenous architecture, like the mosques built with two minarets, these projects are rather controversial but they well refl ect the re-formulation of the city's identity.
Most of the new projects have been developed by private investors only a few services, like a couple of schools or the so-called Olympic Pool, have been funded by some public money. The main developers, thus, are private (both local and international) and projects are oft en built without permit. Regarding international investments, capitals from Austria and Islamic countries are prevalent. Investors from Malaysia or Saudi Arabia have been central in the development of the main new projects in the city, like the Bosmal City Centar or the Sarajevo City Centar, that were recently opened. Considering the pace of transformation, information on sixty-six new urban projects was available at the data base of the Sarajevo Construction (SC, 2014) . Most of them have been built since 2005, which highlights the speed of growth of new urban projects resulting from liberalisation policies. These new urban projects have substantially transformed the urban structure and landscape of the four central municipalities constituting the city of Sarajevo, leading to the densifi cation of the central areas and an increasing functional diversity so much characteristic for other post-socialist cities like Sofi a (Hirt, S. 2006) , Prague (Sýkora, L. 2007) , Budapest (Kovács, Z. 1994) or Belgrade (Hirt, S. 2008 ). These new post-modern architectures have also brought about a signifi cant aesthetic transformation, implying globalisation and rising diversity in the predominantly traditional neighbourhoods.
Conclusions
This paper investigated how the post-war reconstruction and peace-building missions deployed by the international community to rebuild war-torn societies generate restructuring processes following liberal principles. Although cities aff ected by wars experience massive urban transformations beyond the physical destruction of their urban fabric, the liberal policies pursued by international organizations hardly consider local contexts. The complexity of the Bosnian case, in which the ethno-national parties continued pursuing war goals by political means caused the embedding of the international community in the governance of the country.
The development of Sarajevo has been featured by succession of crisis since the late 1980s, in which the three-and-a-half year siege destroyed large part of the urban structure at the beginning of the 1990s. Considering changes in the urban structure, the transformation of the city can be divided into two periods since the war ended in December 1995. The fi rst period focused on the main post-war challenges. The physical reconstruction was a priority of local and international actors. Concurrently, some symbolic projects were built and the management of the return of IDP's and refugees resumed forms of suburbanisation that had existed in socialist times.
The second period, from 2003 onwards, was the result of the restructuring policies pursued by the international actors as the way to replace the aid dependent economy for a self-sustainable economy. The creation of a realestate market, belated by the strategy of the international community to avoid housing developments that fostered ethnic territorialisation, fi nally triggered a new wave of urban renewal. The emergence of private developers as key urban actors and the functional and aesthetical change characteristic also for other post-socialist cities have been the main features in Sarajevo. Therefore, the transformation described by Iván Tosics in the exYugoslav cities (2005) -with slow transition towards the capitalist city-model, the limited capital investments at the beginning, the substantial investment of local people into illegal or unoffi cial property, or a parallel process of densifi cation and sprawl -has been largely identifi ed in the urban development of the city since the end of the war.
Sarajevo is a post-socialist city because of the political economy operating during state-socialism, and shaping the urban development of the city, since the late 1980s. The city has clearly acquired capitalist features as it was highlighted in the analysis about the changes in its urban spatial structure. However, Sarajevo constitutes a particular case in the literature of post-socialist cities. The large transformation caused during the war has been undermining the eff ects of the policies adopted by international actors. There are evidences, like the poor att raction of FDI, pointing towards the current hybrid structure, the political instability and the incompleteness of the transition into a capitalist system. Thus, further analyses are required for the bett er understanding of the ongoing transition, in issues such as the dialectics between local and international actors, or the relationship between new urban projects and the socio-ethnic and cultural transformations that started during the siege and are continuously reproduced by local politics and the split between the cities of Sarajevo and East Sarajevo.
